KROPF INDUSTRIAL
Residential Floating Dock Systems
At Kropf Marine, we believe that your dock should be an investment, not an afterthought. An investment in a Kropf Marine floating dock system is an investment in maximizing the enjoyment of your time at the water, without hassles or complications.

Kropf has been building and installing steel tube floating dock systems for over 25 years. Featuring a level of stability and comfort that is unmatched, our systems will provide you with years of hassle-free service, while delivering uncompromising performance that will exceed your expectations and enhance your waterfront experience.

ENHANCE YOUR WATERFRONT
THE STEEL ADVANTAGE

Kropf has been supplying steel pipe floating docks for over 25 years. Our reliable design combined with advanced materials and quality workmanship allow us to offer a system that will outperform your expectations across all areas, including durability, stability, and aesthetics. All the steel surfaces are carefully sandblasted, and an advanced epoxy coating is applied in a climate controlled paint booth for maximum longevity.

YOU WILL FEEL THE DIFFERENCE - Our docks are built utilizing large diameter steel pipes as the floatation. These pipes run the full length of each dock section, and are the main structural member for the dock. This design offers exceptional rigidity and mass, which means the dock will not twist, rock, or dip like alternative designs and construction methods.

THE BENEFITS

- Superb performance in winter ice
- Exceptional stability
- High structural strength
- Resistant to fatigue cracking
- Demonstrated service life in extreme conditions
- Not vulnerable to UV degradation
- Not reactive to temperature swings
- Highly customizable
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STANDARD DESIGN FEATURES

Hidden anchor chain tubes
Rigid bolt connections for fingers
Full length spiral welded steel float pipes
Screw-mounted decking
Twin skirt boards bolted to steel frame
Aluminum access ramp

All steel surfaces are sandblasted and epoxy coated with a salt-water rated epoxy. Sacrificial anodes are standard, providing additional service life. The length, width, layout, and deck height are all designed specific to each customer’s requirement.
HDPE PIPE FLOATING DOCKS

In addition to our proven line of steel tube floating dock systems, Kropf Industrial is pleased to also offer floating docks utilizing high density polyethylene pipes. These pipes, manufactured by Highland Floats, are the highest quality HDPE float pipe on the market. Kropf has combined these floats with a robust dock frame featuring aluminum cross members, bolted stringers, and double-thick bolted skirt boards. The result is the stiffest, strongest, most stable HDPE pipe floating dock available.

DESIGN FEATURES

- 2” thick mounting tabs on pipes
- All tabs and end caps fully fusion-welded to pipe
- Bolted aluminum channel crossers
- Aluminum anchor pockets with key slots
- Stringers bolted to aluminum frame
- Double-thick skirt boards bolted to aluminum frame
- Screw-mounted decking
- Cleats through-bolted to stringers
Your dock should be your own – uniquely designed and customized to provide you with exactly the features you want. To that end, we offer an interactive design process, with numerous opportunities for you to refine the design of your new dock system.

We also offer a wide range of options, to ensure you end up with the features that will enable you to fully enjoy your waterfront experience.

**OPTIONAL UPGRADES**

- Moistureshield composite decking
- ThruFlow non-skid decking
- Stainless steel mooring bollards
- Sliding cleats
- Aluminum swim ladders
- Aluminum swim stairs
- Edge and corner protection
- Breakwater structures
- Low-freeboard platforms
- Pedestals, lights and reflectors
- Removable ramp winch system
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Innovation and quality have been the defining characteristics of our products since we were founded in 1977. With a well-equipped facility and experienced workforce, Kropf Industrial is capable of handling a wide variety of custom design and fabrication projects in addition to the products offered by our three primary divisions.

- **KROPF CONOLIFT**
  Manufactures a full line of versatile marine hydraulic equipment that will improve your operations and increase your bottom line. Available in 3-100 Tonnes.

- **KROPF AQUACULTURE**
  Manufactures steel pontoon fish cages and walkways. These rugged steel cages provide a safe and secure structure with a working platform for fish farming operations.

- **KROPF MARINE**
  Has been providing quality steel tube floating dock systems to discerning clients for over 25 years. Our commitment to superior workmanship and conscientious customer service has allowed Kropf Industrial Inc. to become an industry leader in the floating dock market.